1. SCHEDULE 80 NIPPLES
2. 300# RISING STEM GATE VALVE BRONZE, SCREWED
3. 300# UNION
4. 300# Y STRAINER
5. 3/8" 300# GATE VALVE
6. PLUG
7. 175# FLOAT THERMOSTATIC TRAP
8. 3/4" GATE VALVE
9. PLUG
10. 125# SPRING CHECK
11. 125# UNION
12. 3/4" MPT
13. 125# RISING STEM GATE VALVE BRONZE, SCREWED
14. 3/4" TYPE K COPPER
15. 0-500 DIAL STEM THERMOMETER ON HIGH PRESSURE TRAPS ONLY.
16. 3/4" IPS CROSS ON HIGH PRESSURE TRAPS. 3/4" IPS TEE ON MEDIUM AND LOW PRESSURE TRAPS.
17. BLACK IRON PIPE